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Supplementary Figures

Fig. S1. Working mechanism of the sliding T-DC-TENG. a-d Working mechanism of 
the sliding T-DC-TENG before reaching charge saturation state. e Schematic diagram 
(cross‐sectional view) of electrons on the PTFE passing through the film in the form of 
charge leakage due to the strong electric field. f Charge output of the sliding T-DC-
TENG with bidirectional DC charge accumulation in reciprocating motions.
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Fig. S2. Properties and test methods of different tribo-layer materials. a Raw data plot 
of DC output charge of 2-unit T-DC-TENG with different electropositive materials 
(PU, PET, and PP). b Raw data plot of DC output charge of 2-unit T-DC-TENG with 
different electronegative materials (PTFE, FEP, PVC, PI, and PVDF). c Leakage 
current density of the most typical electronegative materials. d, e Frictional forces and 
average frictional forces of different intermediate triboelectric materials under the 
pressure of 2 kg and 5 kg weights. f Schematic diagram of testing the frictional force 
of intermediate triboelectric materials. g Schematic diagram for testing the charge 
retention ability of intermediate triboelectric materials. h Raw data plot of charge output 
of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials within 15 minutes 
after one cycle.
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Fig. S3. Stability test of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials 
(PET, PP, and PEEK) within 50000 cycles. Voltage output, RMS of steady voltage, and 
voltage crest factor of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials 
(a, b PET, c, d PP, and e, f PEEK) per 10000 cycles.
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Fig. S4. Stability test of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials 
(PU, PF, and PPS) within 50000 cycles. Voltage output, RMS of steady voltage, and 
voltage crest factor of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials 
(a, b PU, c, d PF, and e, f PPS) per 10000 cycles.
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Fig. S5. Stability test of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials 
(PVC, PEI, and PVDF) within 50000 cycles. Voltage output, RMS of steady voltage, 
and voltage crest factor of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric 
materials (a, b PVC, c, d PEI, and e, f PVDF) per 10000 cycles.
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Fig. S6. Stability test of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials 
(PI, PC, and PE) within 50000 cycles. Voltage output, RMS of steady voltage, and 
voltage crest factor of T-DC-TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials 
(a, b PI, c, d PC, and e, f PE) per 10000 cycles.

Fig. S7. SEM images of PA, PTFE, and PET films. a-c SEM images of PA, PTFE, and 
PET films before the stability test. d-f SEM images of PA, PTFE, and PET films after 
stability test.
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Fig. S8. Effect of different contact modes on output of T-DC-TENG. a Schematic 
diagram of the 2-unit T-DC-TENG testing under the close contact (the slider moves 
under a weight of 2 kg), general contact (no weight is placed on the slider), and non-
contact (there is a 1 mm gap between the slider and the stator). b Current output of the 
2-unit T-DC-TENG different contact modes.
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Fig. S9. Performance of 32-unit rotating T-DC-TENG with PET as triboelectric 
material. a Raw data plot of DC output charge of the T-DC-TENG under different 
rotation speeds. b Charge output of the T-DC-TENG at 60 rpm in 1 s. c RMS of steady 
current and current calculated by output charge of the T-DC-TENG under different 
rotation speeds. d-f Matching impendence and average power density of rotary T-DC-
TENG at 60 rpm, 90 rpm, and 120 rpm. g Charging curves of capacitors (1 mF, 2 mF, 
3.3 mF, 5.5 mF) charged by rotary T-DC-TENG at 120 rpm with PMC. The maximum 
equivalent charging rate of each capacitor charged by T-DC-TENG has been marked. 
h Schematic diagram of PMC.
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Supplementary Tables

Table S1. Comparison of the average power density with the latest and most typical 
DC-TENGs.1-10
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Table S2. Output charge density of the 2-unit T-DC-TENG with different intermediate 
triboelectric materials.
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Table S3. Real-time temperature values recording of each intermediate material in 5 
cycles.
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Table S4. Comprehensive comparison of the 2-unit T-DC-TENG with different 
intermediate triboelectric materials.

Table S5. Normalized indexes for the comprehensive comparison of the 2-unit T-DC-
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TENG with different intermediate triboelectric materials.

Table S6. Slider size with different numbers of units.
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Table S7. Voltage crest factor of the sliding T-DC-TENG with different numbers of 
units.

Table S8. Systematic comparison of the output charge density with the latest and most 
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typical works.2,6-13

Table S9. Current crest factor of rotating T-DC-TENG with PET as triboelectric 
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material at different rotating speeds.

Table S10. Comparison of the crest factor with the representative DC-TENGs.1-3,6-10 It 
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is worth noting that the crest factor here is obtained by the ratio of the peak current to 
the RMS current above.
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Table S11. Voltage crest factor of rotating T-DC-TENG with PET as triboelectric 
material at different rotating speeds.

Table S12. Comparison of energy conversion efficiency with the latest and most 
representative rotary TENG.14-19
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Supplementary Notes

Note S1: Working mechanism of the sliding T-DC-TENG before reaching charge 

saturation state.

When the slider slides to the right, due to triboelectrification, PTFE gets electrons and 

material X loses electrons on the left side of the slider, while material X gains electrons 

and PA loses electrons on the right side of the slider (Fig. S1a). The slider slides 

forward to leave its original position, and electrostatic induction occurs immediately 

afterwards (Fig. S1b). The back electrode of PA induces negative charges, and the back 

electrode of PTFE induces positive charges, resulting in a constant current in the 

external circuit. In Fig. S1c, continuous sliding causes PTFE to move above the 

material X that has rubbed with PA. Since the electronegativity of PTFE is stronger 

than that of material X, the triboelectric effect ensures that the electrons on material X 

are “transferred” to PTFE. Frankly speaking, at this time, PTFE and PA respectively 

have triboelectric effect with material X. Then, electrostatic induction occurs again on 

the back electrodes of PA and PTFE, and the external circuit produces a current output 

with the same direction (Fig. S1d). 

Note S2: The calculation of friction coefficient.

The friction coefficient (μ) of the intermediate triboelectric materials is calculated as 

follow:

                            (1)
𝜇 =

𝐹𝐴

𝐹𝐺

where FA is the average value of the traction force measured by the connected digital 

force gauge when the slider is pulled by a linear motor and slides at a uniform horizontal 

speed on the stator. FG is the supporting force of the stator on the slider, which is 

approximately equal to the weight of the weight on the slider. As shown in Fig. S2f, 

the friction coefficient is obtained by friction between the slider (made of PTFE and 

PA films) and the intermediate triboelectric material.
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Note S3: The equivalent physical model of the T-DC-TENG.

Fig. N1. The equivalent physical model of the T-DC-TENG. a Structure and parameter 
settings of grating structured TENGs with grating electrodes. b Theoretical analysis of 
T-CD-TENG.

As shown in Fig. N1a, the T-DC-TENG is equivalent to the common grating structure 

TENG of equal plate length (GS-TENG).9,20 The approximate analytical solution of the 

 of GS-TENG is deduced as follows:𝑄𝑆𝐶 ‒ 𝐺

            (2)

𝑄𝑆𝐶 ‒ 𝐺 = { 2𝑤𝐺𝑥𝜎𝐺,   0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑙𝐺
𝜎𝐺𝑤𝐺(3𝑙𝐺 ‒ 𝑥),   𝑙𝐺 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 2𝑙𝐺
𝜎𝐺𝑤𝐺(𝑙𝐺 ‒ 𝑥),   2𝑙𝐺 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 3𝑙𝐺

  2𝑤𝐺𝑙𝐺𝜎𝐺,   3𝑙𝐺 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 4𝑙𝐺
�

where  is the triboelectric charge surface density of the dielectric 1,  is the width 𝜎𝐺 𝑤𝐺

of dielectrics, and  is the half-pitch of the GS-TENG. nG is the number of grating units 𝑙𝐺

in the top plate. The total length of the top plate of the GS-TENG is , such that 𝐿𝐺

.20 In Fig. N1b,  is the half-pitch of the T-DC-TENG.  is the number of 𝐿𝐺 = 2𝑛𝐺𝑙𝐺 𝑙 𝑛

units on a certain area of the slider. The total length of the slider of the T-DC-TENG is 

, such that . During sliding, when  and , the approximate 𝐿 𝐿 = 2𝑛𝑙 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑙 𝑛 = 2

analytical solution of the  of the 2-unit T-DC-TENG is similar to that of GS-𝑄𝑆𝐶 ‒ 2

TENG.20

                          (3)𝑄𝑆𝐶 ‒ 2 = 2𝑤𝑥𝜎

where  and  are the width and triboelectric charge surface density of dielectrics in 𝑤 𝜎

the T-DC-TENG. During the cyclic motion, the charge always accumulates in one 

direction spontaneously, forming a DC output. Therefore, when the sliding distance of 

the slider exceeds , the accumulated charge (  of the T-DC-TENG continues to 𝑙 𝑄𝑆𝐶)
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increase on the charge obtained after each slip. It can be deduced that the of T-DC-𝑄𝑆𝐶 

TENG under the short-circuit condition is related to  on a fixed area slider as follows.9𝑛

                         (4)𝑄𝑆𝐶 = 𝑛𝑤𝑥𝜎 

From the above formula, it can be concluded that the output charge density increases 

linearly with the increase of , as shown in Fig. 3e. According to , the current 𝑛
𝐼 =

𝑑𝑄
𝑑𝑡

of T-DC-TENG also increases with the number of units.

Note S4: Calculation process of energy conversion efficiency of T-DC-TENG.

According to the energy conversion efficiency formula introduced in the previously 

reported paper, the energy conversion efficiency η can be described as follow.19

                            (5)
𝜂 =

𝑊
𝐸𝑓 + 𝑊 + 𝐸𝑟

where  is the output electricity in one rotation,  is the energy used to against the 𝑊 𝐸𝑓

friction in one rotation, and  is the rotational kinetic energy. The  and  are 𝐸𝑟 𝑊 𝐸𝑟

described as follow.

                            (6)𝑊 = 𝑃𝑎 ∙ 𝑡

                  (7)
𝐸𝑟 =

1
2

𝐼𝜔2 =
1
4

𝑚(𝑅2
1 + 𝑅2

2)𝜔2

where  is the average power and  is the time for one rotation. And  is the rotational 𝑃𝑎 𝑡 𝐼

inertia,  is the angular velocity,  and  are the inner and outer radius of the rotor. 𝜔 𝑅1 𝑅2

  During the rotation of the turntable, the radius  is perpendicular to the friction force 𝑟

. Friction moment  is written as follow.𝑓 𝑀

            (8)
𝑀 = ∫𝑟 × 𝑑𝑓 = ∫𝑟𝑑𝑓 = ∫𝑟𝜇𝑑𝐹𝑁 =

2
3

𝜇𝐹𝑁

𝑅3
2 ‒ 𝑅3

1

𝑅2
2 ‒ 𝑅2

1

                     (9)
𝐸𝑓 =

2𝜋

∫
0

𝑀𝑑𝜃 =
4
3

𝜇𝐹𝑁

𝑅3
2 ‒ 𝑅3

1

𝑅2
2 ‒ 𝑅2

1

Where  is the dynamic friction coefficient,  is the positive pressure,  is the rotation 𝜇 𝐹𝑁 𝜃

angle. Therefore, the energy conversion efficiency η is calculated as follows.
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             (10)

𝜂 =
𝑊

𝐸𝑓 + 𝑊 + 𝐸𝑟
=

𝑃𝑎 ∙ 𝑡

4
3

𝜇𝐹𝑁

𝑅3
2 ‒ 𝑅3

1

𝑅2
2 ‒ 𝑅2

1

+ 𝑃𝑎 ∙ 𝑡 +
1
4

𝑚(𝑅2
1 + 𝑅2

2)𝜔2

For one rotation of the rotating T-DC-TENG at 120 rpm,  is 32.31 mW,  is 0.5 s,  𝑃𝑎 𝑡 𝜇

is 0.1754,  is 20 N,  is 10 mm,  is 100 mm,  is 100 g, and  is . Therefore, 𝐹𝑁 𝑅1 𝑅2 𝑚 𝜔 4𝜋

after the above calculation, the energy conversion efficiency  of T-DC-TENG is 𝜂

22.84%.
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